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ABSTRACT

Adams, William L., A Proposed Industrial Arts General

Shop Curriculum for Pauline G. Hughes Middle SchoolBurleson

Independent School District. Master of Science (Industrial

Arts), May, 1978, 79 pp., 8 tables, 4 illustrations, bibli-

ography, 18 titles.

This study was made to gather data and information to

aid the Burleson Independent School District in initiating an

industrial arts general shop program in the Pauline G. Hughes

Middle School. The data and information were obtained from

the Texas Education Agency, the Burleson Independent School

District records, the vocational director, the assistant

superintendent, a questionnaire, and the Brodhead-Garrett

1976-1977 Catalog.

The majority of the general shop programs in the north

Texas area conduct classes five days a week for fifty-five

minutes a day and accommodate twenty-four students per class.

Furthermore, the majority of the general shop programs offer

three units of instruction per year and teach one unit of

instruction each quarter.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The City of Burleson is located about sixteen miles

south of Fort Worth, Texas, on U.S. Highway 81, Interstate

35, and State Highway 174. According to the 1976-77 city

map, Burleson covers an area of ten square miles and has a

population of 11,118.1 Furthermore, "The Comprehensive Urban

Plan," Technical Report states that "Burleson has grown at a

rate of 44 per cent per year for the last twenty years. "2

In May of 1973, Burleson had

approximately thirteen industries located in the
planning area. These industries employ approximately
600 people. The total labor force in Burleson as
estimated by the 1970 census was 2,891 . . . the
total employed in 1970 was 2,917. This represents an
employment rate of 97.9 per cent.3

According to Caldwell, "Burleson is a strict 'bedroom com-

munity' with 50 to 45 per cent of its labor force going

outside the planning area for employment. "4

Burleson has six schools serving a district of fifty-

seven square miles.5 These schools consist of a high school,

lCity Map of Burleson, Max M. Sanders, Dallas, Texas,
1976-77.

2 Robert W. Caldwell and Associates, "The Comprehensive
Urban Plan," Technical Report (Burleson, 1973), p. 11-6.

3 Ibid., p. 11-5. 4 Ibid., p. 11-6. 5 Ibid.

1
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middle school, and four elementary schools. As of April 6,

1977, these schools were serving a total of 4,626 students.6

The Burleson High School has courses in vocational

education and industrial arts which students may choose to

take. The vocational courses taught at the high school are

homemaking education, agriculture, CVAE office duplication,

automobile mechanics, cosmetology, vocational office educa-

tion, distributive education, building trades, industrial

cooperative training, printing trades, and CVAE general

mechanics. The only industrial arts course taught at the

high school is drafting. However, unit shops in industrial

arts are being considered.7

The instructional program in the middle school includes

courses in occupational investigation, CVAE general mechanics,

and CVAE home and community living. At the present time,

there are no courses designed to introduce students to the

materials, tools, equipment and processes of industry.

Therefore, courses in an industrial arts general shop would

introduce students to industry and processes used in

industry.

interview with W. M. Stribling, Superintendent of
Schools, Burleson ISD, Burleson, Texas, April 6, 1977.

7 Interview with Max McRaney, Vocational Director,
Burleson ISD, Burleson, Texas, July 6, 1976.
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Purposes of the Study

The specific purposes of the study are as follows:

1. To gather information about industrial arts courses

in general shop operating in other school districts in the

North Texas area,

2. to study the approved courses and curriculum in

industrial arts set forth by the Texas Education Agency,

3. to develop curriculum materials for an industrial

arts general shop course for Pauline G. Hughes Middle School

for grades seven and eight,

4. to plan a proposed physical facility to house the

general shop course with emphasis on laboratory construction,

laboratory space, storage space, auxiliary rooms, exits and

outside doors, walls, floors and ceiling, visual comfort,

climatic control, exhaust systems, auditory comfort, elec-

trical circuits, plumbing to accommodate the facility, power

equipment, location of equipment for maximum efficiency and

safety, chalkboards, bulletin boards and display areas, and

fire extinguishers, and

5. to develop a list of tools and equipment necessary

to establish and maintain a general shop course in industrial

arts. This list will include a description of each item

necessary for ordering the tools and equipment.

Need for Study

During a discussion with the vocational director con-

cerning industrial arts courses at the high school, he stated
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that a general shop program was being considered for the

Pauline G. Hughes Middle School and that a study and proposal

of a general shop program would be of value to the school

district.8 Therefore, this study was made to provide data

and information needed to initiate a program at Pauline G.

Hughes Middle School in an industrial arts general shop

program.

Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study, it was necessary to

define certain terms. They are as follows:

Industrial Arts are those courses which include drafting,

metals, woods, crafts, power mechanics, graphic arts, general

shop, plastics, electricity, and electronics.

General Shop will be used in this study to refer to a

program offering courses in drafting, woodworking, and metal-

working. The general shop program will be a one-year course

in which all three units are taught together in one laboratory.

Middle School will be Pauline G. Hughes Middle School

serving seventh and eighth grade students.

Students will be anyone who is enrolled and attending

regular class in grades seven and eight.

High School will be Burleson High School serving grades

nine through twelve.

Unit Shop will be used to refer to a program where only

one subject is taught for the duration of that course.

8 Ibid.
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Curriculum will be a course of study in industrial arts

general shop grades seven and eight.

Physical Facilities will be the facility needed to house

the general shop program at the Pauline G. Hughes Middle

School.

Tools and Equipment will be a list of tools and equip-

ment necessary to initiate and maintain an industrial arts

general shop program for grades seven and eight.

Approved courses by the Texas Education Agency will be

courses currently approved by the State Board of Education

for a general shop program in grades seven and eight.

Limitations of Study

This study was limited to developing and proposing cur-

riculum materials for a general shop program in industrial

arts in grades seven and eight for the Pauline G. Hughes

Middle School in Burleson Independent School District. The

study included data and information concerning the physical

facilities and cost of tools and equipment necessary to

implement courses in general shop. The tools and equipment

are limited to specific units in drafting, woodworking, and

metalworking. This study also included data and information

from questionnaires secured from thirty-six schools in the

North Texas area concerning industrial arts courses in the

area of general shop in the year 1976.
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Sources of Data

The data for the study were obtained from the following

sources:

1. The Texas Education Agency furnished a course

description approved by the State Board of Education that

sets forth units of instruction that can be taught in a

general shop grades seven and eight.9

2. The Burleson Independent School District records

provided data concerning past, present, and projected

enrollment.

3. The vocational director supplied information con-

cerning the high school and middle school instructional

programs in vocational education and industrial arts.

4. The assistant superintendent for curriculum supplied

information pertaining to the curriculum.

5. A questionnaire (p. 55) was used to obtain infor-

mation concerning courses in general shops in industrial

arts in schools near and adjacent to the Burleson Independent

School District.

6. The Brodhead-Garrett 1976-77 Catalog was used to

obtain current prices for furniture, tools, and equipment for

the proposed general shop.1 0 The catalog by Brodhead-Garrett

9 "Course Description for General Shops in Texas for
Grades Seven and Eight," Austin, Texas Education Agency,
June 14, 1977.

101976-77 Catalog, 48th ed., Cleveland, Ohio, Brodhead
and Garrett, 1976.
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was used because this firm is one of the leading suppliers of

industrial arts instructional materials, tools, and equip-

ment.

Related Studies

Research revealed that studies have been made that are

similar to this study.

In 1956, Roy G. Evans made a study of the industrial

arts program in the Van Independent School District, Van,

Texas, and adjoining schools. Through the use of question-

naires, Evans collected data and information from students

and ex-students of Van Schools. He also received information

and data from teachers in neighboring schools. Evans found

that the majority of the boys and girls expressed an interest

in taking industrial arts courses, and ex-students found the

courses taken in industrial arts to be of help to them in

their present positions. Additionally, the schools surveyed

had inadequate floor space but adequate hand and power tools

and equipment.

A study of the organization and administration of the

industrial arts programs in the junior high schools in Fort

Worth, Texas, with emphasis upon the curriculum was made in

1 1 Roy G. Evans, "A Study of the Industrial Arts in the
Van Independent School District, Van Texas, and Other Adjoin-
ing Schools," unpublished master's thesis, Department of the
Industrial Arts, North Texas State University, Denton, Texas,
1956, pp. 80-88.
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1959 by Robert Furmon Payne.1 2 He found variations existed

in the curriculum from one school to another and these

variations caused students hardships in transferring from

school to school. Payne recommended uniformity in offerings

and procedures and in-service training programs to coordinate

the curriculum in industrial arts.

James H. Latham made a study to determine what con-

stituted adequate or desirable physical facilities for

industrial arts laboratories in public schools in 1961.13

Latham obtained information from professional literature,

teachers using existing industrial arts facilities in schools

of Texas, and recommendations from industrial arts teachers

with respect to what constitutes a well-planned laboratory.

He found that most industrial arts facilities did not meet

the standards set forth by a jury consisting of industrial

arts teachers. Also, there was disagreement among the

members of the jury on standards recommended for physical

facilities for industrial arts.

Thomas E. Dennis made a study in 1967 to determine the

need for and interest in a vocational industrial education

12 Robert F. Payne, "A Study of the Organization and
Administration of the Industrial Arts Program in the Junior
High Schools in Fort Worth, Texas, with Emphasis upon the Cur-
riculum," unpublished master's thesis, Department of Indus-
trial Arts, North Texas State University, Denton, Texas, 1959,
pp. 109-115.

1 3 James H. Latham, "A Study to Determine What Constitutes
Adequate or Desirable Physical Facilities for Industrial Arts
Laboratories in Public Schools," unpublished master's thesis,
Department of Industrial Arts, North Texas State University,
Denton, Texas, 1961, pp. 193-199.
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program in the Eagle Mountain-Saginaw School District.'4 To

collect-data and information, Dennis surveyed industry, stu-

dents, graduates, and adults. He found that a number of

employee shortages in industry located in the area would

exist in the future and a vocational industrial education

program was needed. There was definite interest among junior

and senior high students. Also, 50 percent of the graduates

and adults included in the study were interested in develop-

ing a program in vocational industrial education in the Eagle

Mountain-Saginaw School District.

In 1973, Robert D. Campbell made a study to identify

effective practices for teaching multiple shop (general shop)

activities. 1 5 Campbellsecured his information and data from

questionnaires sent to selected schools having industrial

arts programs. The purpose of the study was to determine

practices used by teachers and the degree of effectiveness of

each of the practices. Campbellconcluded that the students

respond similarly regardless of class size, teacher experience,

or classes per day.

14 Thomas E. Dennis, "A Study to Determine the Need for
and Interest in a Vocational Industrial Education Program in
the Eagle Mountain-Saginaw School District," unpublished
master's thesis, Department of Industrial Arts, North Texas
State University, Denton, Texas, 1967, pp. 48-53.

1 5 Robert D. Campbell, "The Identification of Effective
Practices for Teaching Multiple Shop Activities," unpublished
master's thesis, Department of Industrial Arts, North Texas
State University, Denton, Texas, 1973, pp. 1-3.
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Organization of Study

There are five divisions of this study which, are orga-

nized into chapters as follows:

Chapter I contains an introduction, purposes of study,

need for study, definition of terms, limitations, sources of

data, related studies, and organization of the study.

Chapter II presents data and information concerning the

existing curriculum and trends in enrollment in the Burleson

Independent School District with emphasis on student enroll-

ment, existing and proposed industrial and vocational pro-

grams, and present facilities which house these programs.

Chapter III contains a proposed curriculum for seventh

and eighth grades general shop. Discussion will be given to

the Texas Education Agency's approved courses. The areas of

instruction will include drafting, metalworking, and wood-

working.

Chapter IV presents a floor plan of existing and pro-

posed facilities. Included will also be a list and descrip-

tion of the tools and equipment necessary to initiate and

maintain a general shop program.

Chapter V includes a summary, findings, conclusions, and

recommendations concerning the data and information collected

in this study.



CHAPTER II

EXISTING CURRICULUM AND TRENDS IN ENROLLMENT

The original building housing the Pauline G. Hughes

Middle School was constructed in 1970. An eleven-room

addition was completed in 1973. According to the "Compre-

hensive Urban Plan, Technical Report," completed in May,

1973, the middle school is located on twenty-three acres and

has parking for 120 cars. At the present time the building

has forty-one classrooms with a 27-tol student/classroom

ratio. The student enrollment in 1973 was 1,086, with forty-

eight teaching stations representing a 23-to-1 student/

teacher ratio.1

The middle school has had an increase in student enroll-

ment along with the rest of the schools in the Burleson

district. As shown in Figure 1, the student enrollment during

the 1971-72 school year in grade seven was 305 and 374 in

grade eight. The enrollment during the 1972-73 school year

was 362 in the seventh grade and 291 in the eighth grade.

There was an increase during the 1973-74 school year with 393

students enrolled in grade seven and 424 enrolled in grade

eight. During the 1974-75 school year 358 students were

1Robert W. Caldwell and Associates, "The Comprehensive

Urban Plan, Technical Report" (Burleson, 1973), p. VIII-4.

11
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Fig. 1--Enrollment of Grades Seven and Eight of Pauline
G. Hughes Middle School from 1971 to 1977.2

enrolled in grade seven and 430 in grade eight. In 1975-76

school year there were 358 enrolled in grade seven and 420 in

grade eight. There were 433 students enrolled in grade seven

and 346 enrolled in grade eight during the 1976-77 school

year.

2 Interview with W. M. Stribling, Superintendent of
Schools, Burleson ISI), Burleson, Texas, April 6, 1977.
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The growth in enrollment in the middle school can be

compared with the growth of the total district. Table I

shows the actual enrollment in the district from 1959 to

1976.3 According to the enrollments listed from the 1959-60

TABLE I

ACTUAL ENROLLMENT OF BURLESON INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL DISTRICT FROM 1959-1976

Year Enrollment Year Enrollment

1959-60 833 1968-69 2,856
1960-61 1,010 1969-70 3,115
1961-62 1,100 1970-71 3,425
1962-63 1,412 1971-72 3,578
1963-64 1,691 1972-73 3,920
1964-65 1,865 1973-74 4,314
1965-66 2,092 1974-75 4,366
1966-67 2,314 1975-76 4,447
1967-68 2,589 1976-77 4,707

to the 1976-77 school year, Burleson School District has had

an average increase of 228 students per year. The largest

increases were during the 1962-63 school year with 312 new

students; the 1970-71 school year had an increase of 310 stu-

dents; the 1972-73 school year had an increase of 342 students;

and, the 1973-74 school year had an increase of 394 students.

However, the 1974-75 and 1975-76 school years showed a smaller

increase by having only fifty-two and eighty-one new students

respectively.

3 Ibid.
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The projected enrollment in the Burleson School District

is shown in Table II. It is estimated that the Burlesson

School District will have 304 more students enrolled for the

1977-78 school year than the previous year.

TABLE II

PROJECTED ENROLLMENT OF BURLESON INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL DISTRICT FROM 1977 TO 1982

Year Enrollment

1977-78............-.-.-......... .. 5,011
1978-79..-..........-.-..-.-........ . 5,238
1979-80.......-.-...-.-.-.-.. ......... . 5,571
1980-81.......-.-.-...-.-..-.-....... .. 5,888
1981-82...........-.-..-.-.-........ . 6,263

The enrollment for the 1978-79 school year is estimated to

increase 227 students, while the 1979-80 school year is esti-

mated to show an increase of 333 students. In the 1980-81

school year it is estimated that the enrollment will have an

increase of 317 students. During the 1981-82 school year

enrollment is estimated to have an increase of 375 students.

This represents an overall increase of 1,252 students.4

Figure 2 presents graphically the scholastic enrollment

in the district from 1959 to 1976 and the projected enroll-

ment through the 1981-82 school year.5

To serve the enrollment of the middle school, there are

three vocational courses. The vocational courses are CVAE

home and community living, CVAE general mechanics, and

4 Ibid. 5Ibide.
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occupational investigation with a student enrollment of 23,

27, and 115 respectively. At the present time no industrial

arts courses are taught at the middle school.

In order to present a picture of the vocational educa-

tion and industrial arts in the Burleson School District,

Table III contains data concerning vocational courses taught

at the high school level during the 1976-77 school year.6

There were eleven vocational courses and one industrial arts

course. Vocational agriculture had the largest enrollment

with 73 students enrolled in six classes occupying three

rooms. Each class received three units of credit. The

average enrollment was in cosmetology with 33 students in two

classes, occupying one room and receiving nine units of

credit. Printing trades, with the smallest enrollment, had

22 students in two classes occupying one room, and receiving

nine units of credit.

The industrial arts course taught at the high school was

drafting. Drafting had an enrollment of 84 students in five

classes, occupying one room, and receiving three units of

credit. More courses in industrial arts are being considered

by the high school.7

The data and information presented in this chapter show

the increase in enrollment of the Burleson School District

6 Interview with Max McRaney, Vocational Director,
Burleson ISD, Burleson, Texas, July 6, 1976.

7 Ibid.
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TABLE III

VOCATIONAL COURSES AT HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL WITH NUMBER OF
ROOMS, NUMBER OF STUDENTS, AND NUMBER OF UNITS

RECEIVED DURING THE 1976-77 SCHOOL YEAR

No. of No. of Units
Courses No. of Rooms No. of of Credit

Classes Used Students per year

Agriculture 6 3 73 3

Auto Mechanics 2 1 24 9

Building Trades 2 1 23 9

Cosmetology 2 1 33 9

Distributive Education 2 1 38 9

Industrial Cooperative
Training 2 1 29 9

Vocational Office
Education 3 1 47 *

CVAE Cooperative 2 1 26 9

CVAE General Mechanics 2 1 26 6

CVAE Office
Duplication 2 1 23 6

Printing Trades 2 1 22 9

*Vocational Office Education Junior Pre-employment and
Vocational Office Education Senior Pre-employment Laboratory
six units. Vocational Office Education Cooperative Education
nine units.

along with the increase in enrollment in the middle school.

They also show the existing programs in vocational education

and industrial arts in the middle school and the high school.



CHAPTER III

PROPOSED COURSES AND MAJOR UNITS OF INSTRUCTION FOR

SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES INDUSTRIAL

ARTS GENERAL SHOP

The curriculum developed and proposed in this study was

influenced by two main sources of data and information. The

Texas Education Agency provided information concerning

instructional units that are approved by the State Board of

Education for seventh and eighth grades general shop. The

second source was a questionnaire sent to school districts in

the North Texas area.

To gather information and data from schools in the North

Texas area, forty-seven questionnaires were mailed to indus-

trial arts superviosrs and teachers. The names and addresses

were taken from a list entitled "North Texas Vocational

Directors, Supervisors, Counselors, and Job Placement Coordi-

2nators." Thirty-six of the forty-seven questionnaires were

returned, representing a 77 percent return. However, six of

the thirty-six questionnaires returned indicated there was not

a general shop program operating in their school districts.

lSee Appendix, pp.54-56.

2Max McRaney, "North Texas Vocational Directors, Super-
visors, Counselors, and Job Placement Coordinators," unpub-
lished list, Vocational Director, Burleson ISD, Burleson,
Texas, January 15, 1977.

18
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The questionnaire contained questions concerning the

seventh and eighth grade general shop programs operating in

the school districts. Table IV presents a breakdown of the

responses for questions one, two, four, and seven. The

TABLE IV

DATA CONCERNING RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE WITH RESPECT TO
DAYS CLASS MEETS EACH WEEK, MINUTES PER DAY, NUMBER OF

STUDENTS AND UNITS OF INSTRUCTION TAUGHT EACH
QUARTER OR SIMULTANEOUSLY THROUGH THE YEAR

Number of
Questions Responses Percent

Number of days class meets
each week

5 days per week 30 96.8
Other* 1 3.2

Length of time each class meets
per day

45 minutes per day 5 16.1
55 minutes per day 24 77.5
90 minutes per day 1 3.2

120 minutes per day 1 3.2

Units of instruction taught each
quarter or simultaneously through
the year

One each quarter 23 74.2
Simultaneously 8 25.8

Number of students the general
shop can effectively accommodate

12-18 students 5 16,4
18-24 students 23 74,2
24-up students 3 9.7

*One questionnaire indicated an alternating of grades
seven and eight. For example, grade seven meets on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday while grade eight meets on Tuesday and
Thursday, alternating each week.
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questionnaire contained questions concerning the days per week

each class meets, the length of time each class meets per day,

and whether or not the units of instruction are taught each

quarter or at the same time, and how many students their pro-

grams are designed to effectively accommodate. In a majority

of the schools, students attended class five days a week for

fifty-five minutes per day. Furthermore, twenty-three of the

thirty-one respondents indicated they taught one subject each

quarter and their programs were designed to handle from eigh-

teen to twenty-four students.

The units of instruction taught in the responding schools

are shown in Table V. The five most frequently taught

TABLE V

DATA CONCERNING THE UNITS OF INSTRUCTION
TAUGHT IN THE RESPONDING SCHOOLS

Units of Instruction Number of Classes Percent

Woods 29 93.5
Drawing 23 74.2
Metals 15 48.4
Power 15 48.4
Electricity 13 41.9
Plastics 3 9.7
Leather 2 6.5
Jewelry 2 6.5
Printing 1 3.2
Ceramics 1 3.2
Construction 1 3.2
Power Tools 1 3.2
Welding 1 3.2
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instructional units were woods, drawing, metals, power, and

electricity. The least taught units of instruction were

printing, ceramics, construction, power tools, and welding.

The data obtained from question three also indicated the

number of courses each responding school offers to students

in general shop, grades seven and eight. Table VI shows the

number of courses, number of schools, and the percent of

TABLE VI

DATA CONCERNING NUMBER OF COURSES IN GENERAL SHOP
TAUGHT AT RESPONDING SCHOOLS

Number of Courses Number of Schools Percent

One course 1 3.2
Two courses 6 19.4
Three courses 15 48.4
Four courses 1 3.2
Five courses 4 12.9
Six courses 3 9.7
Seven courses 0 0
Eight courses 1 3.2

schools offering the same number of courses. The data in

Table VI indicate fifteen, or 48.4 percent, of the responding

schools offer three courses. Six, or 19.4 percent, of the

respondents indicated their school offered two courses. No

schools indicated they had seven courses offered.

The information and data given in Table VII indicate the

enrollment of the responding schools and the number of years

their program has been in operation. Table VII indicates
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TABLE VII

DATA CONCERNING THE ENROLLMENT IN SCHOOLS RESPONDING
AND THE NUMBER OF YEARS THE GENERAL SHOP PROGRAMS

HAVE BEEN IN OPERATION

Questions Responses

The enrollment of the schools
where the general shop programs
are taught

0-150.1
150-300..
300-500.1
500-750.3
750-1,000.............-.-...-.-.-.-.-.........10

1,000-1,500. .............-......-.-.-....... 10
1,500-up ......... 0 .......... *0.4

Approximately the length of
time the programs have been
operating

0-2.................................6
2-5...'.............-............ .... 12
5-7 0 & 0 a 06

7-10.......... ...........-- ..-........ .16
10-up.............----........6

that ten of the schools enrolled from 750 to 1,000 students

and ten schools enrolled from 1,000 to 1,500 students. Four

of the schools had enrollments of 1,500 or more students.

The data concerning question six indicated that six of the

thirty-one programs have been in operation less than two

years and two of these six indicated the programs have been

in operation only one year. Six respondents indicated the

programs had been operating for ten or more years.

The last two questions concerned recommendations for

textbooks and for initiating a general shop program. The

recommendations included surveying student interest, adequate
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space, teacher's office, obtaining vocational money, using

safety tests, teaching one subject each quarter, providing

adequate equipment, support from the administration, and

class size.

In developing the proposed curriculum for industrial

arts general shop, the philosophies of the Burleson Inde-

pendent School District and industrial arts were used. The

educational philosophy of the Burleson Independent School

District is stated as follows:

The primary purposes of the Burleson Independent
School District are to form good citizens who under-
stand and appreciate the principles of democracy and
to educate children so that they may live a more
wholesome and useful life in our society. In carrying
out this philosophy one must recognize individual
differences in ability and personality, and strive to
develop in every child a sense of values, skills,
ambitions, honesty, honor, beauty, and respect the
rights of others. It is also believed that the school
should create and provide a curriculum which will equip
each student with the necessary prerequisites for
attaining whatever academic status he or she desires.
It shall be the purpose of the board of education to
develop a well-balanced school program; believing that
the whole child is to be educated. We believe that
the sciences, the humanities, vocational training, the
arts, and the physical and mental well-being are all
important in the development of the child. One must
not be stressed to the exclusion of the other.3

The philosophy for the Burleson Independent School Dis-

trict states that "the whole child should be educated. "4 It

emphasizes that the sciences, the humanities, vocational

3 "Educational Philosophy for the Burleson Independent
School District," Burleson ISD, June 17, 1977.

4 Ibid.
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training, the arts, and physical and mental well-being are

important in the development of the child.

After studying different philosophies for industrial

arts, the following philosophy stated by J. W. Gianchio and

Ralph 0. Gallington was chosen because it clearly identifies

the role of industrial arts in the development of the whole

child:

Industrial arts in education is a body of selectedbasic learning experiences involving significant indus-trial activities and understandings inherent in indus-trial occupations, arts, and crafts of past and presentcivilizations, and giving interpretations to: (1) thesources, refining and distribution of raw materialsused in industry, (2) the processes involved in themanufacture of industrial products, and (3) the pertinentrelated technical and occupational information, includ-ing group and individual safety.5

The philosophy by Gianchio and Gallington identifies the

sources, refining and distribution of raw material used in

industry, the processes involved in the manufacturing of

industrial products, and pertinent related technical and

occupational information taught in industrial arts.

To ascertain the approved units of instruction and topics

included in a general shop program, information was obtained

from the Texas Education Agency. The Texas Education Agency

provided a course description for a general shop program in

grades seven and eight with specific course descriptions for

each unit of instruction. The course description for the

general shop program is as follows:

5J. W. Gianchio and Ralph 0. Gallington, Course Con-struction in Industrial Arts, Vocational and Technical Edu-cation (Chicago, 1967) , p. 88.
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Introductory General Shop surveys three or morephases of modern industry, during the school year,selected from the following instructional units: Wood-working, Metalworking, Drafting, Electricity, PowerMechanics, Industrial Plastics, Printing, Photography,Ceramics, Jewelry, Textiles, and Leatherworking.
Instruction is established on the basis of the quartersystem. Schools organized on the eighty minute periodare encouraged to offer two different instructional
units per quarter since the amount of productive timeis roughly equivalent to the forty-five clock hour
quarter.

Introductory General Shop is designed to providebroad exploratory experiences for students giving themopportunities to investigate and explore their interests,aptitudes, and abilities in a broad range of career
areas.

Each instructional unit includes learning activi-ties related to common hand tools, skills, constructionmaterials, and safety procedures applicable to that
unit.6

This course description from the Texas Education Agency sets

forth the units of instruction for the general shop and the

required number of clock hours the classes are to meet.

During a discussion with May McRaney, Vocational Direc-

tor, Burleson Independent School District, the units of

instruction were discussed.7 It was agreed that drawing,

metalworking, and woodworking at the seventh and eighth grade

level would provide a broad industrial exploration for the

students. Through exploration in these three areas of

industrial arts, it is felt that students would be better

equipped to choose a career and take unit classes in voca-

tional education and industrial arts at the high school level.

6 "Course Description for General Shops in Texas forGrades Seven and Eight," Austin, Texas Education Agency,
June 14, 1977.

7 Interview with Max McRaney, Vocational Director,Burleson ISD, Burleson, Texas, July 6, 1976.
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Each of the selected units of instruction is presented

in three parts. The first part will be the specific course

description provided by the Texas Education Agency. Next

will be the specific course objectives developed after

studying the philosophy of the Burleson Independent School

District, the philosophy of industrial arts, the course

descriptions, and the course outlines. The last part will be

the course outline listing the topics to be taught in each

unit of instruction.

Proposed Units of Learning in Drawing

The drawing unit will begin with the specific course

description set forth by the Texas Education Agency. The

course description is as follows:

Drafting emphasizes fundamentals of graphicsrepresentation frequently used in industrial artslaboratories. Orthographic multiview projection isstudied functionally, as a way of representing solidobjects graphically, rather than as the theory ofprojection. Drawings should be scaled, basic blue-print reading is a suggested activity.
Pictorial drawing is introduced in brief unitson isometric and oblique. Simple shapes are drawn andsome advanced problems may include inclined planesurfaces and cylindrical parts. Single stroke Gothiclettering is introduced.
Dimensioning is taught as a way of supplementingrepresentations in multiview, oblique, and isometricwith sufficient measurements and notes so that con-struction is facilitated. Only those American NationalStandards Institute symbols and conventional represen-tations applicable to shop drawings made by students are

taught.
A degree of drafting skill is expected using thefollowing instruments: T-square, 30-60 degree triangles,45 degree triangle, architect's scale, draftsman's com-pass and dividers. Learning activities pertaining tobroad range of drafting occupations including training
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requisites, working conditions, salaries or wages, andother relevant information will be studied.8

The course description for drawing discusses topics to

be taught as orthographic projection, pictorial drawings, use
of drawing instruments, reading blueprints, and dimensioning.

Along with the topics to be taught, the acqusition of some

drafting skill is expected using common drawing instruments.

The specific course objectives for drafting identifies

what the student should be able to do with the information

presented in class. These objectives are as follows:

1. to introduce students to the language of drafting as

a means of communication,

2. to develop competency in the use and care of draft-

ing instruments,

3. to develop good housekeeping and work habits,

4. to understand the role of the draftsman and careers

in the drafting field,

5. to develop competencies in drawing, dimensioning,

lettering, and construction, and

6. to develop competencies in representing a drawing

whether it be pictorial or orthographic.

The proposed course outline for drawing, listing the

topics of instruction, is as follows:

Introduction to drawing

Instruments: their care and use
Drawing board
Drawing papers

8 "Course Description for General Shops," p. 2.
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T-square
Drawing pencils
Scale
Eraser and erasing shield
Case instruments
Irregular curves

Freehand Sketching
Sketching horizontal lines
Sketching vertical lines
Sketching arcs and circles
Proportion in sketching
Aids in sketching

Working Drawings
Orthographic projection
Selection of views
Spacing of views
Hiddlen lines and-surfaces
Drafting occupations
Engineering
Architecture
Industrial arts teacher

Lettering and Dimensioning
Styles of lettering
Size of lettering
Guide lines
Position for lettering
Aid to good lettering
Lettering devices
Dimensions and shop notes
Dimensioning practices
Dimensioning small spaces
Arrowheads
Simplified drafting

Auxiliary and Sectional Views
Auxiliary views
Sectional views
Section lines

Drawing to Scale
Types of scales
Measuring with the architect's scale
How to check your drawing

Pictorial Drawings
Isometric drawings

dimensioning isometric drawings
isometric circles and arcs

Oblique drawings
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dimensioning oblique drawings
circles and arcs in oblique

Perspective

Geometrical Construction
Constructing a pentagon
Constructing a hexagon and octagon

Sheet Metal Drawings
Rectangular layouts
Layout for a prism
Layout for a truncated cylinder
Layout for a cone

Making and Reading Blueprints
How prints are made
Blueprints
Positive prints
Blueprint reading

Alternate Topics

Electrical Drafting
Types of circuits
Types of electrical diagrams
House wiring
Drawing electrical diagrams

Architectual Drafting
Architectual styles of houses

traditional houses
contemporary houses

Desirable architectural features
Types of architectual drawings
Arrangement of views

Graphs and Charts
Bar graphs
Line graphs
Pie or circle graphs
Charts

Map Drafting
Scale and direction of maps
Geographic maps
Contour maps
Plat maps
Road maps
Pictorial maps
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The proposed course outline identifies the topics to be
taught in the general shop drafting unit. The topics pro-

posed may be changed according to the need or interest of stu-

dents. Topics for discussion may be the care and use of

instruments, freehand sketching, working drawings, lettering

and dimensioning, auxiliary and sectional views, pictorial

drawings, geometrical constructions, sheet metal drawings,

and making and reading blueprints. Alternate topics may

include electrical drafting, architectural drafting, graphs

and charts, and map drafting.

Proposed Units of Learning in Woodworking

The second proposed unit of instruction is woodworking.

The course description from the Texas Education Agency is as

follows:

Woodworking is a survey of basic tool skills, con-struction procedures, materials, and careers pertaining
to woodworking and related industries. Students planningshould include the development of working drawings, abill of materials, and a planned procedure for individualand mass production products. Problem-solving experi-ences should include measuring and laying out roughstock, separating, forming and combining materials.
Selected wood finishing materials and methods areapplied. Joinery is taught only as it will be used inuseful projects, not as exercises.

Capable students may be introduced to basic wood-working power machine operations.
Students participate in operation and management ofthe laboratory including such activities as tool andequipment accounting, material storage and accounting,housekeeping, and the student personnel system. Safetyinstruction is correlated with other activities through-

out the course.
Regular assignments are made in textbooks andreference materials or related topics: ordering of
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materials and hardware, properties of common woods, con-
servation and forestry, orientation of various wood
industries and their career requirements related to a
broad range or occupations with emphasis on training
requisites, working conditions, salaries or wages and
other relevant information.

The woodworking course description lists topics to be taught

such as basic tools, construction procedures, materials,

careers pertaining to woodworking and related industries, and

student participation in operating and managing the labora-

tory.

Keeping in mind the course description for woodworking

and the course outline, the following objectives were

developed:

1 to introduce students

products,

2. to develop competenc

roughing-out stock,

3. to develop competenc

4. to develop competenc

and clamping or metal fastene

5. to develop competenc

abrasives and wood finishes,

6. to develop competenc

press, jig saw, and band saw.

The proposed course outl

topics of instruction, is as

wood, lumber, and forest

in selecting materials and

in

in

making wood joints,

fastening wood by gluing

ies in the selection and use of

and

ies in the use of the drill

ine for woodworking, listing the

follows:

9 Ibid.
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Planning Your Work
Selecting projects
Project design
Making a pictorial sketch
Working drawings
Making a plan procedure
Making a bill of material

Selecting and Roughing-out Stock
Kinds of wood
Surface and size
Plywood
Figuring board footage
Selecting and laying out
Cutting stock to rough length
Ripping stock to rough width

Planing and Sawing Stock to Finished Dimensions
The plane and its parts

honing plane iron
grinding a plane iron
adjusting the plane

Planing a surface
Squaring end of stock with a backsaw
Planing end grain
Squaring small parts

Making Wood Joints
Butt and edge joints
Rabbet joints
Dados and grooves
Lap joints
Miter joints
Mortise and tenon joints

Forming Curves, Champers and Bevels
Circles and arcs
Curves
Patterns and templates
Cutting curves
Smoothing curves
Carving and shaping
Chamfers and bevels
Tapers

Drilling and Boring Holes
Brace and auger bits
Sharpening an auger bit
Boring a hole
Counterboring
Boring holes at an angle
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Using an expansion bit
Using a foerstner bit
Drilling holes

Clamping and Gluing Wood
Wood glues
Mixing powdered glues
Making glue spread
Cleaning the joint
Setting time

Metal Fasteners for Woodworking
Hammers and nails
Wood screws
Drilling holes for wood screws
Screw drivers

Sanding and Preparing for Finishing
Kinds and grades of abrasive paper
Using abrasive paper
Sanding small pieces
Using a wood scraper
Repairing a wood surface
Final touch

Wood Finishing
Brushes
Staining
Paste filler
Sealers
Surface coats of lacquer and synthetic varnish
Penetrating sealer
Sanding and rubbing finished surfaces
Finishing in industry

Power Tools
The drill press
The jig saw

cutting on the jig saw
installing blades in the jig saw

The band saw

Wood, Lumber and Forest Products
Wood structure and growth
Moisture content and shrinkage
Lumbering
Plywood
How we use lumber
Other products of the forest
Occupational opportunities in woodworking
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Alternate Topics

Jointer and Circular Saw
The jointer and its parts

adjusting the jointer
jointing an edge
planing a surface
size limitations

The circular saw
ripping stock to width
cutting stock to length
cutting rabbets
the dado head

Wood Lathe
Mounting stock for spindle turning
Spindle turning
Mounting work on faceplate
Faceplate turning
Lathe safety rules
Sanding lathe work
Special chucking and mounting

The course outline for woodworking identifies the pro-

posed topics to be taught. The topics may change according

to the need or interest of students. Alternate topics may

include the use of the jointer and circular saw or wood lathe.

Proposed Units of Learning in Metalwording

The last proposed unit of instruction is metalworking.

The course description as given by the Texas Education Agency

is as follows:

Related learning activities include a survey of
metalworking occupations pertaining to a broad range of
occupations including training requisites, working con-
ditions, salaries or wages, and other related infor-
mation. Resource units include mining and refining
ferrous and nonferrous metals, heat treatment, manu-
facture of abrasives, care of metalworking tools and
equipment, manufacture of sheet bar, and estruded metal
stock, design and evaluation of metal products.
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Metalworking is a study of two or more areas
selected from bench metalworking, sheet metalworking,
art metalworking, forging, and founding. Capable stu-
dents may be introduced to basic welding and machine
operations.

Metalworking skills are developed by constructing
projects used in the home, shop, and school. Written
construction procedures, bills of materials, and work-
ing sketches (or drawings) are used in project con-
struction.

Projects are selected which include the following
activities: measuring and laying out strip, bar, and
extruded stock; enlarging patterns, cutting sheet and
bar stock; drilling and punching holes; using hand taps
and dies; fastening metal with rivets, screws, and
bolts; smoothing metal with files and abrasives; heat-
ing metals to forging temperatures; shaping and forming
hot metals; completing operations such as simple heat
treating; wiring and edge, turing a hem, making folds
and seams by hand; cutting, forming, and peening soft
metals, making sand molds; pouring molten, nonferrous
metals; finishing sand castings, finishing metals by
painting, lacquering, and polishing.

Laboratory management and safety instruction
include: operating furnaces and forges, handling hot
and molten metals, using protective clothing and safety
devices, operating the laboratory, and accounting for
construction materials.10

The metalworking unit, recommended by the Texas Educa-

tion Agency, includes topics from planning and making a bill

of materials to shaping, forming, and finishing metals. Also,

activities involving using a furnace and forging and handling

hot and molten metal are suggested by the Texas Education

Agency.

The specific course objectives developed for the metal-

working unit are the following:

1. to introduce students to the use of metals in every-

day living,

10Ibid.
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2. to understand how metal is mined and refined,

3. to develop safety procedures in the metalworking

laboratory,

4. to develop a degree of skill in working with bench

and wrought metals,

5. to develop a degree of skill in sheet metal work, and

6. to develop a degree of skill in foundry.

The proposed course outline for metalworking, listing the

topics of instruction, is as follows:

Metals in Our Everyday Living

Designing Metalworking Projects
Designing your project
Selection of materials
Common shapes and sizes of metal

Metal Shop Safety

Bench and Wrought Metal
Measuring and laying out stock

rules
scriber
squares
dividers
prick punch
center punch

Cutting metals
hack saws
chisels
files

Cutting holes in metal
procedure for grinding a drill
drilling by hand
drilling with a portable power drill
drilling with a drill press

Bending, forming and twisting metal
bending curves
twisting metal
forming a scroll
bending small pipe and tubing
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Smoothing metal surfaces with abrasives
selecting abrasives
buffing

Cutting threads
internal threads
external threads

Metal fastening devices
rivets
machine screws
stove bolts
machine bolts
nuts
washers

Sheet Metal
Laying out and developing patterns
Cutting sheet metal
Bending sheet metal by hand
Bending cylindrical forms by hand
Bending metal on a bar folder
Bending metal on a box and pan brake
Forming metal on a forming machine
Sheet metal seams
Using a rotary machine
Fastening sheet metal

riveting
sheet metal screws
soft soldering

Forging
The forge

anvil
hammers

Forging processes
holding work
upsetting metal
drawing out
bending

Heat Treatment of Steels
Hardening
Tempering
Annealing
Case hardening

Alternate Topics

Foundry
Method of casting
Patternmaking
Cores
Making a sand mold
Melting furnace
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Machine Shop
Measuring tools

outside calipers
inside calipers

The metal lathe
turning between centers
filing and polishing
turning a taper
lathe chucks
facing
drilling
boring
threading
knurling

The proposed course outline for metalworking identifies

the topics to be taught. The topics may change according to

student needs or interest. Topics to be taught would include

shop safety, bench and wrought metal, sheet metal, forging,

and heat treatment of steel. Alternate topics may include

foundry or machine shop.

Chapter III has presented a proposed industrial arts

general shop curriculum. In developing the proposed cur-

riculum, the educational philosophy of the Burleson Indepen-

dent School District and industrial arts were obtained and

presented. The course description for general shop and spe-

cific course descriptions for drafting, woodworking, and

metalworking were provided by the Texas Education Agency.

The specific course objectives, course descriptions, and

course outlines were developed and contain the topics of

instruction in the various learning activities in drawing,

metalworking, and woodworking.



CHAPTER IV

PHYSICAL FACILITIES PROPOSED TO HOUSE SEVENTH AND

EIGHTH GRADES GENERAL SHOP

The purpose of this chapter is to present a proposed

physical facility to house the general shop program with

emphasis on laboratory construction, laboratory space,

auxiliary rooms, exits and outside doors, walls, floors and

ceiling, visual comfort, electrical circuits, plumbing to

accommodate the facility, power equipment, location of equip-

ment for maximum efficiency and safety, chalkboards, bulletin

boards, and display areas, and fire extinguishers. Also,

this chapter will present a list of tools and equipment

necessary to establish and maintain a general shop program

in industrial arts. This list will include prices of each

item obtained from the 1976-77 Catalog by Brodhead-Garrett.

In 1973, the Burleson Independent School District hired

Welch and Hampton, architects, to study and propose a

vocational building. Figure 3 shows the vocational building

proposed by Welch and Hampton. However, no building has been

built at this date, September 1, 1977. Therefore, for the

11976-77 Catalog, 48th ed., Cleveland, Ohio, Brodhead
and Garrett, 1976.

39
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purpose of this study, a revised floor plan (Figure 4) of the

vocational building is proposed to accommodate a general shop

program. In order to provide sufficient space, the two

laboratories designated for CVAE building maintenance and

general laboratories have been combined. The laboratories at

each end of the building will remain unchanged.

In order to plan the proposed physical facility, A Guide

for Planning Industrial Arts Facilities was consulted.
2 How-

ever, this guide for planning gives recommendations concerning

unit shop programs. The recommended general shop laboratory

will consist of three areas: drafting, woodworking, and

metalworking.

Bulletin 701 sets forth recommendations concerning

laboratory construction. The recommended width of the

laboratory is no less than thirty feet. The minimum ratio

of width to length of the laboratory is one to two.
3 The

proposed laboratory meets this recommendation by being forty-

one feet wide by eighty-two feet long representing a one to

two ratio.

The space provided for student work according to Bulletin

701 should be no less than fifty square feet per student in

drafting. Seventy-five feet per student is considered as

adequate and 100 square feet is desirable.

2 A Guide for Planning Industrial Arts Facilities, Bulle-

tin 701 (Austin, 1970).

3 Ibid., p. 4.
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Furniture and Equipment for Proposed Facility

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Blueline Printer w/cabinet

Paper Cutter w/cabinet

Storage Cabinet

Sink & Cabinet

File Cabinet

Drafting/Lecture Desk

Drafting Desk

Chalk Board

Bulletin Board

Coat Rach w/shelf

Work Benches--Wood

Shears Bar Stock

Radial Arm Saw

Table Saw

Jointer

Planer

Grinder

Buffer

Shears-Sheet Metal

Sander-Disk/Belt

Jig Saw

Glue Table

Slip Rollers

Box and Pan Brake

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

Work Bench--Metal

Vise

Vise

Arc Welding Booth

Acetylene Welding
Stations

Metal Lathe

Anvil

Soldering Oven w/table

Furnace-Pedestal

Drill Press

Band Saw

Spray Booth

Stain Table

Paint Storage Cabinet

Oily Rag Waste Can

Tool Cabinets

Wood Storage

Metal Storage

Office Desk

Book Truck

Fire Extinguishers

Project Storage

Wood Lathe
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For woodworking and metalworking, Bulletin 701 recommends

a minimum of 75 square feet per student and 100 and 125 square

feet are considered as adequate and desirable respectively.4

The proposed drafting laboratory provides 51.25 square feet

for each of twenty-four students. However, the metalworking

and woodworking laboratories will overlap to a great degree.

Therefore, with both laboratories combined, the area per

student would be 97.9 square feet, but with the two areas

separate, the square footage per student would be 48.96 square

feet. Considering the overlapping, the average square feet

per student would be approximately 75 square feet.

The recommended storage for materials and supplies for

drafting, metalworking, and woodworking totals 600 square

feet.5 The proposed storage space for materials and supplies

is 220 square feet and 266 square feet are provided for stu-

dent project storage.

The space recommended for special rooms or space for

demonstration and/or instructional area has a minimum of 400

square feet for woodworking and 400 square feet for metal-

working.6 If the proposed drafting area is used for planning,

the recommended square footage will be surpassed. Further-

more, the space recommended for teacher conference room and

finishing room is a minimum of 100 square feet and 125 square

feet respectively.7 The space provided in the proposed

4 Ibid., p. 5. 5 Ibid., p. r, 6.

6 Ibid., pp. 6-7. 7 Ibid., p. 7.
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laboratory is 100 square feet for an office and 123.5 for a

finishing room. Toilet facilities are provided for the

addition.

The exits and outside doors follow the recommended

sizes. The corridor door entering the drafting area is

thirty-six inches wide, and the corridor doors entering the

woodworking and metalworking area are sixty inches wide. The

service door is twelve feet wide and is an overhead type door.

The electrical circuit for the machinery is (220 volts)

three wire, three-phase. The convenience outlets should be

110 voltage, and switches for the lights should be provided at

the doors to corridors. The wiring should be in raceways

concealed in the ceiling to eliminate collection of dust.

The light fixtures and switches in the finishing room must be

explosion-proof.

Plumbing needed to accommodate the laboratory includes

drinking facilities, washing facilities, distribution of com-

pressed air and a sprinkler system. Drinking and washing

facilities should be provided in the laboratory, one at each

door to the corridor. Compressed air is recommended in the

finishing room, drafting area, and the woodworking and metal-

working areas. It is recommended that ceiling outlets be

used to provide air over the work benches. All drains should

have large traps serving sinks to trap waste materials from

being washed into the drain pipe. The laboratory should have

a sprinkler system along with the finishing room and storage

rooms.
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A minimum of 70 square feet of chalkboard is recommended

in Bulletin 701.8 The chalkboard space in the proposed draft-

ing area provides 72 square feet. One additional chalkboard

should be located in metalworking and woodworking areas. Bul-

letin boards should be provided and located near both doors

leading to the corridor. The proposed plan includes display

areas in the laboratory located near the office and in the

corridor.

The proposed height of the ceiling throughout the general

shop laboratory should be 15 feet. The floor is recommended

to be concrete. The partition wall between the drafting area

and the woodworking and metalworking area is a retractable

curtain. The recommended material for the lower part of the

wall should be glazed tile, ceramic block, salt glazed tile,

glazed brick or epoxy paint. The upper wall should be a

nonglare acoustical plaster.

Since the laboratory proposed is to be air-conditioned

and the sun will shine directly on the outside wall in the

afternoon, no windows are recommended. The recommended light-

ing for the laboratory should be of the fluorescent type

fixture with diffusion panels. Additional light may be used

in areas for precision or accurate work. An illumination

level of 100 foot-candles is proposed.

The climatic control system installed in the laboratory

should be adequate to maintain a temperature of seventy-eight

8 Ibid., p. 9.
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degrees. Also, the proposed system should filter the air to

remove dust particles. Since the heating and cooling system

is not designed to take care of the large amounts of dust

particles, exhaust systems should be provided. Exhaust ducts

should be provided in areas such as welding booths, forging,

and woodworking machines designed for exhaust systems. The

finishing room should be served by a separate exhaust system.

Fire extinguishers of class A, B, C, should be provided

with sufficient size to comply with fire regulations. The

fire extinguishers should be mounted on the wall in the

finishing room, drafting area, and close to hazard areas in

metalworking and woodworking.

In order to space and identify safety lanes and zones

for efficiency and safety, a book entitled Modern School

Shop Planning was used.9 Figure 4 shows the furniture and

equipment placement in the proposed laboratory. Broken lines

show the safety zone around each piece of equipment.

A list of furniture, tools, and equipment for the draft-

ing, metalworking, and woodworking laboratory was obtained

from the Texas Education Agency.10 However, revisions were

made in the list to implement the proposed program. The list

contains a description of the furniture, tools, and equipment,

9Modern School Shop Planning, 7th rev, ed. (Michigan,

1976).

1 0 "Tools, Furniture, and Equipment List for: Intro-

ductory General Shop, Grades 7 and 8," Austin, Texas Educa-
tion Agency, 1971.
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the quantity of each item, the price of each item, and the

total cost of items. (See p. 57).



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purposes of this study were to gather information

about industrial arts courses in general shop operating in

other school districts in the North Texas area. This study

also developed curriculum materials for a general shop pro-

gram for Pauline G. Hughes Middle School for grades seven and

eight. The physical facility and tools and equipment neces-

sary to initiate and maintain an industrial arts general shop

program were also presented.

To secure data and information about general shop pro-

grams operating in the North Texas area, a questionnaire

(p. 55) was developed. Forty-seven questionnaires were

mailed to industrial art supervisors and teachers. Out of

the forty-seven questionnaires mailed, thirty-six were

returned representing a 77 percent return. The data from

the questionnaires were tabulated and presented in Chapter

III.

The study was organized into five chapters. Chapter I

includes an introduction, purposes of the study, need for

the study, definition of terms, limitations of the study,

sources of data, related studies, and organization of study.

Chapter II contains data and information concerning existing

49
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curriculum and trends in enrollment in the Burleson Indepen-

dent School District. A proposed curriculum for grades seven

and eight was developed and presented in Chapter III. A pro-

posed physical facility and a list of furniture, tools, and

equipment were presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V contains

the summary, findings, and recommendations.

Findings

From the material in this study, the following findings

have been derived.

1. Thirty of the thirty-one schools responding to the

questionnaire operated a general shop program on the seventh

and eighth grade level.

2. The length of time per day that the majority of the

classes met was fifty-five minutes. Five of the respondents

reported that class met for forty-five minutes per day. In

one school, classes met for ninety minutes each day. One of

the respondents indicated his school operated on a 120 minute

class schedule.

3. Twenty-three of the thirty-one respondents indicated

one unit of the general shop program was taught each quarter.

Eight of the respondents indicated all of the units of

instruction were taught simultaneously each quarter.

4. According to the responses to the questionnaires

sent to supervisors and teachers in the North Texas area, a

majority of the schools hold class five days a week.
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5. The majority of the respondents indicated their pro-

grams were designed to accommodate from eighteen to twenty-

four students per class.

6. The units of instruction most commonly taught in the

responding schools were woodworking, drawing, metalworking,

power, and electricity.

7. The majority of the schools offer three units of

instruction in the general shop programs.

8. The majority of the schools had a student enrollment

ranging from 750 to 1,500 students. Ten of the schools had

enrollments ranging from 750 to 1,000, while ten had enroll-

ments of 1,000 to 1,500 students.

9. Twelve of the thirty-one respondents indicated the

general shop programs had been in operation from two to five

years. Six indicated the general shop programs had been in

operation for two years or less. Six respondents indicated

the general shop program had been in operation ten years or

more.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are made, based upon the

findings and conclusions of this study.

1. A survey of the Pauline G. Hughes Middle School

should be taken to determine the student and parent interest.

2. Additional units of instruction should be considered.

3. If additional units of instruction are considered,

they should be taught for a full quarter.
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4. The floor plan of the general shop at Pauline G.

Hughes Middle School should be reviewed by the consultants

at the Texas Education Agency.

5. Each class should have no more than twenty-four

students enrolled at one time.

6. The teacher employed to teach the general shop

classes should be involved in the final selection and place-

ment of all furniture, tools, and equipment.
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APPENDIX A

LETTER TO FORTY-SEVEN INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS

May 11, 1977

Dear Sir:

Presently I am working on a curriculum for a general shop
program for grades seven and eight. This work is to serve
two purposes. First, it will fulfill the requirements for
a Master's Degree in Industrial Arts. Second, it will give
the Burleson Independent School District information and data
to use in developing a general shop program.

In order to help plan this program, I am asking for your
assistance by responding to the attached questionnaire con-
cerning the general shop program operating in your school.
Your responses will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

William L. Adams

P.S. An addressed envelope is provided to aid you in return-
ing the questionnaire.
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN STUDY

Check the response that describes your program. If none is
applicable, respond in the section marked other.

1. The days

1

2

3

4

5

per week the General Shop class meets.

Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

2. The amount of time per day the class meets.

45 min.

55 min.

90 min. or 1 1/2 hr.

110 min. or 2 hr.

other amount of time.

3. Units taught in class:

Woods

Metals

Drawing

Power

Leather

Jewelry

Electricity

Plastics

Photography

Printing

Textiles

Ceramics

Construction

Manufacturing

her (please identify)
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4. Are the units of instruction taught one each quarter or
several units of instruction taught at the same time?
Example #1
Drawing taught first quarter, woods taught second
quarter, and metals taught third quarter.

Example #2
Drawing, woods, and metals are taught simultaneously
through the three quarters.

Example #1

5. The enrollment of
gram is taught.

0 - 150

150 - 300

300 - 500

500 - 750

Example #2

the school where the general shop pro-

750 - 1000

1000 - 1500

1500 - up

6. Approximately the length of time the program has been
operating.

0 - 2 years 7 - 10 years

2 - 5 years 10 years & up

5 - 7 years

7. Numberof students the general shop facilities is designed
to handle effectively.

0 - 12

12 - 18

18 - 24

24 - up

8. Do you have any recommendations about textbooks that you
have used? If so, specify title, author, and publisher.
Title
Author
Publisher

9. What suggestions and/or recommendations would you make
for planning and initiating a General Shop program?



APPENDIX C

TABLE VIII

TOOLS, FURNITURE, AND EQUIPMENT LIST FOR INTRODUCTORY
GENERAL SHOP, GRADES SEVEN AND EIGHT

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

General Furniture and Drafting Tools and Equipment

1 Instructors' steel desk #7555
overall size 55"x30"x30" high,
with five drawers and adjustable
shelves. @$317.00 1 $ 317.00

2 Instructors' chair Model 6900
frame 1" square, tubing vinyl
seat and back, seat size
19"x17 1/2"x16-21" @$85-00 1 85.00

3 File Cabinet #2604cc w/lock
18" wide x 26 1/2" deep and 52"
high @$156.00 2 312.00

4 Book Truck (wood) Model BT-305
overall size 32"Lxl7 7/8" Dx
42" H, two shelves provide 7"
deep storage with back retaining
rail, bottom shelf flat 17 7/8" D

@$174.00 1 174.00

5 Utility Unit #CC137, Hardwood
cabinet is 35"W x 29"D x 36"H,
four drawers 6" x 18" x 18"
and single door storage, plastic
top @$227.00 1 227.00

6 Storage cabinets #SC10 Large
compartment 39" x 19", smaller
compartment 19" x 19" w/adjustable
shelves, overall size 60"W x 22"D x
84"H @$573.00 1 573.00
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

7 Base cabinet w/sink #BC315,
includes 1 1/4" plastic top, 36" x
24" with double bowl stainless
sink, each bowl 12"x12"x6"

@$338.00 1 338.00

8 Utility unit #CC157, Hardwood
cabinet 54"Wx29"D 36"H, four
drawers and double door storage
w/54"x30"xl 1/4" plastic top

@$292.00 1 292.00

9 Paint cabinet #T37, all steel,
Height 7'3", work surface is
39" high, 48" wide, and 24" deep

@$268.00 1 268.00

10 No.T-300-3R Mechanical Drawing
Table, all welded unit con-
struction, Tubular steel 1"
Dia. Top plastic or basswood,
24" x 64" x 30", Board storage
holds up to six 20" x 26" draw-
ing boards @$351.00 12 4,212.00

11 Model No. 503 stationary chair,
Frame is all welded, tubular
steel in construction, 14"
diameter seat, Height 24"

@$19.66 24 471.84

12 Paper cutter 24", precision
marking on select heavy hard
maple, black scoring every 1/2",
top bottom scale, removable
self-sharpening blade

@$75.80 1 75.80

13 No. 600 standard all-in-one
paper roll cutter, lifetime
steel construction, double
edge, tempered cutting blade,
size 24" @$13.95 1 13.95
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

14 Wiss straight trimmer shears
crucible, steel inlaid blades,
7" pair @$6.73 2 13;46

15 No. C-23 heavy duty tape dis-
penser, 3" core @$13.35 1 13,35

16 Model K S draftsman, the
receptacle is nickle plated,
durable all metal @$7.50 1 7.50

17 Boston model K S, the receptacle
is nickle plated, durable all
metal @$6.75 1 6.75

18 Metal edge drawing boards 18" x
24" baseboards, boards with
aluminum edge @$7.55 24 181.20

19 No. 12 clear plastic T-square,
100% transparent acrylic bladed
T-square. Head is ebony finished
hardwood, size 24" @$3.60 24 86.40

20 No. 28 Architects scale, open
divided, 12" triangular, box-
wood, yellow @$3.00 24 72.00

21 No. 945- 45 triangle 8" pro-
fessional, 080 clear

@$1.50 24 36.00

22 No. 945 30-60 triangle 10"
professional 080 clear

@$1.50 24 36.00

23 No. DD-75 draftsman's duster,
14 1/2" long, 2" trim, brush
8" long @$1.44 24 34.56
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

24 Transparent Protractor-060
acrylic semi-circular pro-
tractor, graduated in 1/2'
increments From 00 to 1800
no. 25-5 inch @$.55 24 13.20

25 Ames lettering instrument made
of i irable polycarbonate plastic

@$1.00 24 24.00

26 Irregular curve 060 acrylic curves,
will not darken, discolor, decom-
pose or warp, with age. No. 9-16

@$1.20 24 28.80

27 Heavy-Duty metal lead pointer,
Boston @$5.75 1 5.75

28 Big bow drawing set No. 580
(set includes)
(1) 1-6" master bow (No. 100
(2.) 4 1/2" junior bow
(3) 1-6" divider
(4) 1 tube of leads
(5) 1 bar lock case

@$10.00 24 240.00

29 Vemco standard drafting machine
18" arms coverage of 28"x40"

@$95.00 1 95.00

30 Duraluminum scales, graduation of
1/8"-1/4'', 1/2"-l" to 1 No. 9-5-11
12" size @$7.25 1 7.25
18" size @$9.75 1 17.00

31 Beam compass set, No. 300, "I,"
Beam construction with knurled
rach on top for micrometer adjust-
ment, complete with 13" beam, pen,
pencil, and divider attachment.
Spare parts, draws circles up to
25" in diameter @$6.00 1 6.00
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

32 Circle template No. T-85, 39
circles ranging in size from 1/16"

to 1 5/8 diameter, size 43/4"x8"x
030 @$1.25 1 1.25

33 Giant circles No. 1201, circles
size 1 1/2" to 3 1/2" inclusive,
green tint, size 8 1/2"xll"x030

@$1.75 1 1.75

Total General Furniture and Drafting Tools

and Equipment $10,986.81

Metalworking

34 Anvils, 100 lbs., quality cast

steet, heat treated and tempered
@$220.00 1 220.00

35 No. 10 Anvil stand, leg frame,
top 13/4" laminated maple, height
24" @$25.00 25.00

36 No. 200 Pick-up tongs, length
24" for flat or round work

@$24.80 24.80

37 No. 204 Grad tongs, length 24"

for general forging purposes
@$24.80 1 24.80

38 No. 202D Blacksmith tongs, curved
lips for 1/2" round work, length

20" @$26.40 1 26.40

39 Blacksmith hand hammer, wt.
40 oz., 16" overall height

@$8.91 1 8.91
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

40 No. 120 Johnson pedestal heat
treating furnace, complete with

ultra violet safety system and
limitine 6 oriface gas regulator

Furnace @$498.00 1

Safety system @$224.00 1 722.00

41 No. 3081 Ball pein hammer, 8 oz
@$5.19 1 5.19

42 No. 310B Ball pein hammer, 16 oz
@$5.63 1 5.63

43 No. 312B Ball pein hammer, 24 oz

@$6.13 1 6.13

44 No. 314B Ball pein hammer, 32 oz 1 7.12

45 Punch and chisel kit No. M19
set of 12 (set includes)
1 cent punch
3 rivet or pin punch
3 starting punches
1 cope chisel
1 diamond point chisel
3 cold chisels

@$20.78 1 20.78

46 No. 7A Scratch awl, 6" @$2.65 5 13.25

47 No. 14S Stanley Square, polished
body 24"x2", tongue 16"xl 1/2"

@$7.95 2 15.40

48 No. 22S combination Square with
level, grooved blade 12", handle

4 1/2" @$9.55 1 9.55

49 No. MY 12 Lylar Tape Rule 12'
@$4.14 1 4.14

50 No. 7R Std. Vise-Grip Wrenches,
11/8" jaw adjustment '7A

2 8.0@$4. 35
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Dialarc 250, 250 amp ac/dc arc
welder, voltages of (208, 200 v,
230v, 460v); complete with head-
shield, with high visibility lens,
ground clamp rated at 300 amps,
and electrode holder @$427.00
Accessories @ 76.00

No. 24 Fiberglass Welding Helmet
@$14.72

Model 100 welding torch, welding
capacity to 1/4" (Set includes)
(1) type 13 welding nozzles size

0,2, and 4 with elbow tip and
individual spiral mixer

(2) Series 3-101 cutting tip size
0, chrome plated for general
purpose use.

(3) Model S R-250-C Safety
regular single stage (oxygen)

(4) Model SR-260-A Safety
regular single stage
(acctylene)

(5) Accessories; 25' of dulime hose
with "B" 9/16-18 threads,
goggles and spark lighten

(6) Type 29 Heating nozzle, size 8
for multi-flame heating

@$251.50

No. FM-5H Welding goggle with
melter blue lens @$5.24

Twin neoprene hose with connections
20' @$13.50

No. 815-2616 Airco Cylinder Truck,
16" semipneumatic rubber tired
wheels @$99.10

10 way Tank Wrench size openings
fits hose and tip nuts

@$3.00

8.70

58.88

1,006.00

22.00

13.50

99.10

03.00

2

4

4

5

1

1

1
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

58 Tip cleaners standard, Model
C-9 @$2.95 1 2.95

59 No. llR Vise-Grip C clamp,
adjustable to 3 3/4" length 6

@$2.65 2 5.30

60 No. 9R Vise-Grip Welding Clamp
jaw opening adjustable up to
1 5/8 @$7.00 4 28.00

61 No. 1329-0280 Dual Tool, com-
bination chipping tool and wire
brush @$5.85 2 11.70

62 No. L28 thin straight nose
pliers by Crescent, size 8",
cap. 1 1/4" @$3.38 4 13.52

63 No. G26 Combination pliers by
Crescent, size 6", cap. 1"

@$2.46 2 4.92

64 No. G28 Combination pliers by
Crescent, size 8", cap. 1 1/4"

@$3.03 2 6.09

65 No. 1007 Stanley screwdriver,
square blade plastic composition
handle, blade 4" @$2.59 4 10.36

66 No. 1007 Stanley screwdriver,
square 6" blade, plastic com-
position handle @$3.40 3 10.20

67 No. 1007 Stnaley screwdriver,
square 8'' blade, plastic com-
position handle @$5.31 3 15.93

68 No. 6 Skroo-Zon File Handles
for 10" files @$.58 24 13.92
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TABLE VTI--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

69 B/B shop file assortment No. 6
(set includes) hand file, flat
file, half round file, round file,
square file, 3 square files,
magiant files, all purpose file,
for metal flat, 10" long @$18.28 8 146.24

70 Nicholson file card and brush
@$4.57 5 22.85

71 No. S-15 Hanson high speed drill
bit set, 1/16" to 1/2" by 32nds,
fifteen bits in a metal case

@$31.00 1 31.00

72 No. S-29 Hanson high speed drill
set, 1/16" to 1/2" by 64ths, 29
bits in a metal case @$57.25 1 57.25

73 No. 338 Hack Saw Frame, adjust-
able 10' to 12" @$2.67 4 10.68

74 Hack saw blades, shatter-proof
standard tungsten steel, 10"x1/2x
025, 6-18 course, 6-24 med., 6-32
fine @$.24 18 4.32

75 "Form-Bending" Jig, takes metal
up to 1" wide and 1/2" thick

@$6.50 1 6.50

76 No. 90 Steel Figure Set, 3/16"
figures for tool set

@$8.99 1 8.99

77 No. 260 Steel Letter Set, 3/16"
letters, for tool set

@$26.97 1 26.97

78 No. T47 Crescent Pocket Cir-
cular Snaps, 7" length, 1 1/4"
cut @$5.46 1 5.46
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

79 No. W19 Wiss Tin Snips, 3" cut
overall length 121/2"

@$9.51 1 9.51

80 No. M3 Wiss Aviation Snips
(straight and combination),
10" long @$6.15 1 6.15

81 No. 1930 Wire Brush, curved
long handle, block size 1"xl4"

@$.93 5 4.65

82 No. 44 Columbian Bench Vise,
jaw width 4" jaw opening 5"

@$109.00 1 109.00

83 No. 603 1/2 M2 Swivel Base
Machinist Vise jaw width 3 1/2"

jaw opening 5" @$47.00 1 47.00

84 No. 0600 Fire-squelching
Receptacles, 6ily waste can,

6 gal. @$23.50 1 23.50

85 Rigid Straight Pipe Wrench,
14" long, jaw opening 2"

@$9.30 1 9.30

86 No. 109 Oilstone Combination
by Carbonudum, coarse and fine
6"x2" 1" @$3.89 1 3.89

87 No. 0 Huntington hooded wheel

dresser @$5.25 1 5.25

88 No. S4G Ace Tap and Die Set,
NC and NF, Die 0. D. 1"

Die type solid (set includes
one each of the following)
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost

NC NF

1/4 x 20 1/4 x 28

5/16 x 18 5/16 x 24

3/8 x 16 3/8 x 24

7/8 x14  7/8 x 20

1/2 x 13 1/2 x 20
@$31.10 1 31.10

89 No. 28 "Eagle" Hydraulic Pump

Oiler, 1-pt. cap. 9" spout2 1160

@$5.5821.6

90 No. 118 Johnson Bench Soldering

Furnace, three burner combina-

tion model, 22 lb. cap. 6" dia.

pot for melting soft metal,

refractory lined 6 1/4" x 5" x

6 1/2" long, firebox has rear

soldering iron support shelf,

gas consumption 39, OOOBTU hr.,

furnace includes pot, lid, and

baffle @$147.50 1 147.59

91 Soldering Coppers, size 2 lb.

(two 1 lb. coppers)
@$7..08 1 7.08

92 Soldering Coppers, size 1 lb

(two 1/2 lb coppers)
@$4.92 1 4.92

93 No. 137 Countersink, 1/4" shank

1/2" cutting edge, for wood or

metal @$1.80 1 1.80

94 No. 302 Wright Socket Set, 26 Pc

Intermediate Set 3/8 square

drive (set includes)

(6) 6 point standard sockets

1/4, 5/16", 3/8", 7/;6",
1/2", and 9/16"

I I
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item

No. Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost

(5) 12 point standards sockets
5/8", 11/16", 3/4", 13/16",
7/8"

(7) 6 point deep sockets 3/8",
7/17", 1/2", 9'16", 5/8",
11/16", 3/4"

(1) Spark plug socket 13/16"
(1) Flex handle 8 3/8"
(3) Extensions, 1 1/2", 3", and

5"
(1) Universal joint
(1) Rachet 3400

@$29.20 1 29.20

95 No. CW 1232R Combination Box and
Open Wrench Set, same opening
each end, open end 15 angled,
polished chrome finish, 11
wrenches, (set includes) 3/8",
7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8", 13/16",
7/8", 15/16", 1"

@$34.22 34.22

96 WT 37 109 Welding Bench, top
size 36 1/4 x 108 1/2 x 35 high,
three station W/34" shields and
set of 96 firebrick

@$595.00 1 595.00

97 No. 23-215 Rockwell Delta 7"
Pedestal Grinder, 220v, three
phase, Magnetic starter, toggle
switch, complete with water pot
Twin-Liye safety shields, wheel
guards, tool rest, and two
wheels; Accessories:
(4) #23-280 bulbs
(1) #23-294 plane blade att.
(1) #23-312 wheel dresser
(1) #23-292 dust collector

@$577.10 1 577.10
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item

No. Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost

98 Model W B-100 Starter unit com-
plete with curtain and two
inspection windows overall size
of booth 5' x 5' @$435.00 1 435.00

99 Model W D-101 Add on Unit, unit
comes equipped same as WD-100
but less one side in order to
attach to WD-100 starter unit.

@$349.53 1 349.53

100 WB-105 Table shelf and brick
retainer assembly, WB-105 to be
used with WB-100 @$73.50 2 147.00

101 WB-106 Welding grate and fire
brick combination to be used
with WB-100 @$80.50 2 161.00

102 No. SB1 Wood Soldering Bench,
top size 60"x24", overall height
3.2" constructed of hard maple
with top of 1 1/2" plywood
covered with 1/4" transite,
self 10"x18" in back center of
table for small furnace, comp.
with drawer @$172.00 1 172.00

103 No. 5 Edwards Shear, knives 7"
long, 6' carbon steel handle,
length 26", height 13", cuts
mild steel, 4" x 1/2", 6" x 5/16",
flat, 3/4" round @$236.20 1 236.20

104 No. MLR Wiss Aviation Snips,
10" long, cuts left @$6.15 1 6.15

105 No. MR Wiss Aviation Snips,
10" long, cuts right @$6.15 1 6.15

106 No. ATl8 Cresent Adjustable
Wrench, 8" @$4.82 1 4.82
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TABLE VUII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

107 No. ATll2 Cresent Adjustable
Wrench, 12" @$8.78 1 8.78

108 No. 901 Beakhorn Stake, 38"
overall @$222.00 1 222.00

109 No. 925 Blowhorn Stake, 27"
overall @$144.00 1 144.00

110 No. 932 Bevel Edge Square Stake
2 1/2" x 4 1/2" @$75.00,1 75.00

111 No. 935 Coppersmiths Square
Stake 23/4" x 4 1/2" @$55.00 1 55.00

112 No. 910 Hollow Mandrel, size
overall 40: @$55.50 1 55.50

113 No. 793 Handy Seamer blade 7/8"
3 1/2" adjustable for seams
from 5/16" to 7/7", wide

@$19.57 3 58.71

Total Woodworking 7,594.63

Woodworking

Model L 4-4V B-G four station
work benches; includes 2 steel
base units placed back to back,
each with 6 lockers openings 12"w
x 15" h x 21" d. Each door has
spring hinges padlock hasp, and
knockout for cylinder lock. Pro-
vides 12 locker openings overall,
4 vises @$500.00

No. 62 Bench stop: 4 stops,
per package @$12.00

6

6

3,000.00

72.00

114

115
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TA13LE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

116

117

118

119

120

121

6"
8 1/2"
12"

1

14" Metal Cutting Band Saw;
includes No. 28-300 band saw with
either No. 49-972 or No. 52-133
electrical pkg., No. 40-882 lamp,
No. 28-843 rip fense, No. 34-895
miter gauge, No. 121198 band saw
guard. 220 v three phase (8
speeds on motor 40, 60, 85, 115,
160, 220, or 335 fpm for metal
cutting and a high speed of 3000
fpm for wood) @$1,022.13

Rockwell Delta 24" Scroll Saw,
No. 40-307 or No. 40-308; w/No.
49-363 Retractable casters; No.
40-711 sanding attachment, No.
40-204 sabre saw blade guides

@$657.59

17" Step Pulley Drill Dress (set
includes) No. 17-227 drill dress
with either No. 49-739 or 49-998.
Electrical drill and No. DD-33
drill dress pkg. @$1,084.49

Glue Table, GC4, 72" x 36" x 32"
high galvanized prip pan, 17 sets
of grooves for clamps, 3 3/4
apart; Model GC2 @$147.00

"I-Bar" Hargrave Clamps:
No. 640 opening 2' weight 7 lb.

No. 640 opening 3' weight 8 lb.

No. 640 opening 5' weight 11 lb.

No. 640 opening 6' weight 12 lb.

"Jorgenson" Adjustable Hand Screws
No. Length Jaw Jaw Opening
5/0 4" 2"

3/0 6" 3"

0 8" 4 1/2"

1,022.00

657.59

1,084.49

147.00

113.16
121.60
149.28
80 .44

28.32
65.36
78.16
44.68
51.20

167.60

I

I

8
8
8
4

4
8
8
4
4
8

1
2
4

10"
12"
16"
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item

No. Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost

122 "540 D" clamps: opening inches:
3" @$5.30 4 21.20
5" @$8.82 4 35.28
8" @$15.21 4 60.84

100 @$21.15 4 84.60

123 Quick action clamps light duty
bar clamps:
No. Opening
32-6 6" @$4.70 4 18.80
32-12 12" @$5.36 4 21.44
32-18 18" @$5.96 4 23.84

124 Stanley 404 miter and corner
clamp; 3" capacity; holds at 90
degree angles @$3.91 4 15.64

125 Rockwell Delta 10" tilting arbor
saw; No. 34-461 Basic machine
with No. 340471 Super safe
splitter mounted guard. Overall
size is 35 3/4" x 45 3/8";
includes #34-466 unisaw with
#49-825 electrical package,
#34-843 motor cover, #34-472
extra long guide bars

@$1,141.40 1 1,141.40

126 Circle saw blades:
Dia. Arbor Teeth
10" 5/8" 100 @$6.08 2 12.16
10" 5/8" 80 @$13.88 2 27.76
10" 5/8" 36 @$6.08 2 12.16

127 Dado Sets and Blades #1, a set
that makes a 13/16" cut with
8" blades @$73.70 1 73.70

128 Rockwell 12" x 4" Planer No.
97-401: cutter head 3/4" dia.,
belt drive planer complete with
1 hp. 220v-three phase motor

@$940.00 1 940.00

omommomm-
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TABLE VITI--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

129 Belt and Disc Sander No. 31-710,
includes No. 52-325 electrical
package, No. 31-403 backstop,
No. 34-895 miter gauge and No.
011421 dust control package;
220v three phase @$916.09 1 916.09

130 Rockwell Delta 6" long-bed jointer
No. 37-220 jointer, 'includes 49-
900 electrical pkg., No. 37-659
extra set of blades, two-way
tilting fence, 2" cutterhead
pulley and safety cutterhead
guard @$680.44 1 680.44

131 Rockwell Delta Heavy duty Wood
Lathe No. 46-450, includes deluxe
cabinet, 12" tool support, 6"
tool support, tool support base,
off-set tool support base, drive
center cup @$805.00 2 1,610.00

132 Motor and controls: motor 3
phase 1 HP 24v push button sta-
tion and magnetic starters,
transformer and 3-leg overload
protection (LUC) with slow
start; Feature No. 52-358
(specify 200 volts)

@$311.85 *2 623.30

133 Delta Wood Lathe Accessories:
No. Description
46-933 Drive center-fits head-

stock @$8.99 2 17.98

46-439 Cup center-fits headstock
@$9.99 2 19.98

46-940 Screw center-fits
headstock @$8.99 2 17.98

46-968 Geared chick-with key
@$22.49 1 22.49

46-936 Face plate 3" dia.
@$5.99 2 11.98
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost

46-937 Face plate 6" dia.
@$11.99 2 23.98

46-905 Knockout bar @$6.99 2 13.98

Turning tools set, set of 8
(set includes) skew chisel 1",
skew chisel 1/2", round
chisel 1/2", spear chisel
1/2", gouge 3/8", gouge 5/8",
gouge 1", parting tool 1/2"

@$50.00 2 100.00

134 Goggle Cabinet and goggles, No.
GC 68 Pkg "A" has 32 pairs MCS48
monespec's pair 301 vue guard

@$391.00 1 391.00

135 V-164 Protecto Shield, 6" long,
.040 thick with extra clear
visor @$11.66 7 81.62

136 No. 624 A Hand drill, 1/4" cap.,

w/8 drill points @$25.44 4 101.76

137 Stanley Bit-Brace #1253, 10"
@$10.55 2 21.10

138 No. 70A Scribe, 1/4" dia.,
2 3/8" long @$1.80 2 3.60

139 No. 14S Flat Square polished

body 24" x 2" tongue @$1.25 1 1.25

140 Disston Hand Saw, D-8 20"-10

point @$12.96 4 51.84

141 Disston Hand Saw, D-8 Rip saw,

26"-5 1/2 points @$11.76 4 47.04

142 No. 15 Keyhole saw, 10" long,

10 point @$2.39 1 2.39

143 Disston #15 copping saw, 6 1/2"
long @$2.22 3 6.66
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

144 Bench rules vertical figures No.
34V, maple, 24" x 1 1/4" @$5.02 12 60.24

145 Rawhide Mallets, 11 oz., No. 4
@$5.02 2 13.34

146 24" long aluminum level, No. 313,
2 double plumbs and 1 double
level @$12.31 1 12.31

147 No. 4 smooth plane, 9 3/4" long,
2" cut, Stanley @$19.82 3 59.46

148 No. 5 Jack Plane, 14" long,
2" cut Stanley @$22.74 1 22.74

149 No. 118P Block plane, 6" long,
1 5/8"cut Stanley @$13.91 4 55.64

150 No. PL 310 Spring steel rule,
10' long, 3/4" wide Stanley

@$6.23 6 37.38

151 Stanley Sabre Saw, No. 90454,
Heavy duty, tilting base

@$69.00 1 69.00

152 De Vilbiss Spray outfit:
Includes JGA-502-43EX spray
gun, P-HC 4416 quick detachable
stem for spray gun, KR-550
suction feed cup, attachment
and 1 quart metal cup, KR-605
extra cup and cover, P-H-5984
5/16" x 35' air hose with
quick detachable connection on
end, HLE-501 air transformer,
P-H-431 angle adapter, DGD-
502 duster gun, H-2008 adapter.
MODEL SU-90 @$269.45 1 269.45
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

153 Kellogg-American air com-
pressor: Model F201C, 30
gallons, motor, single base
115 volts, 1 1/2 hp. plus motor
starter and belt guard

@$528.00 1 528.00

154 Spray booth: floor type booth
Model SU-67 Size, 4x7x6, fan
motor 220V-three phase expl.
proof, lights also expl. proof

@$1,339.70 1 1,339.70

155 Hardware Cabinet #T3 size is 36"
wide, 12" deep, 7'3" high. Con-
tains one bin 36" w., 12" d.,
11" h., three bins, approx. 12"
w., 12" d., 12" h., and six bins
approx. 6" 2., 12" d., 12" h.
Equipped with one 24 drawer
unit, each drawer 5 1/4", 11" d.,
2 5/8", with two adjustable
dividers in each drawer. Also
equipped with 8 box drawers
8 1/4 x 11 3/4 x 4 5/8" with one
adjustment. Furnished with
double doors with masterkeyed
locks @$416.00 2 832.00

156 First Aid Kit, No. 8125 @$56.37 1 56.37

157 Stanley router and accessories:
will handle 3/8" and 1/4" shank,
No. 91295-5 router kit (1 hp)
accessories: guide, template
guide, router bit, 2 grinding
wheels and metal carrying case

@$125.00 1 125.00
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Item Description and Specifications Quantity Total Cost
No.

158 Router bit storage cabinet 85210--
displays 21 bits with room behind
for 80 bits length 16", depth 8",
15" height; set includes:
2--1/4" straight; 2--1/2" straight;
2--3/8" straight; 2--3/8" V-
Grooving; 1--1/4" Core box; 1--
1/4" rounding over; 2--3/8" round-
ing over; 1--1/4" Beading; 1--
3/8" Cove; 1--9/10" Dovetail;
1--3/8" Rabbeting; 1--l/4" Roman
ogee; 1--1/2" Cahmfering; 1--1/2"
Hinge mortise; 2--1/2" Hinge
mortise; 2--Combination; 1 set

@$121.30 1 121.30

159 Stanley Drills Model 91041, Chuck
size 3/8" speed 0-950 speed

@$54.00 1 54.00

160 Model 910123, Chuck size, 1/2",
control reversing 550

@$159.00 1 159.00

161 Stanley 3" belt sander No. 321,
900 s.f.p.m. designed for Stanley
stanbrite polishing belts
size, 3"x21" @$115.00 1 115.00

162 7 1/4" builders saw, Stanley No.
90714, 500 rpm. @$69.50 1 69.50

163 Super duty orbial action finish-
ing sander, Stanley No. 90501,
pad size, 4 1/2" x 11"

@$83.00 1 83.00

Total Metalworking 18,167.19

Total Furniture, Tools, and Equipment 36,748.63
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